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Maria Montessori developed a curriculum based on authentic learning tasks. Practical life 

materials and experiences are evident in infant through high school level Montessori programs. 

Although technology was not applicable in her era, technology integrated into the classroom 

setting provides additional practical life experiences and enhances authentic learning tasks. Thus, 

Montessori schools can benefit from the use of technology in the classroom. “Technology 

provides access to the information, tools and personnel that were once only available through 

extended research and in laboratories” (Hubbell, 2006, p. 16).  WebQuests are highly structured 

Internet based projects. Students connect with Internet resources to actively engage in authentic 

learning tasks. 

“WebQuests are designed to encourage students to apply, analyze, synthesize, and 

evaluate information” (Hubbell, 2006, p. 17). Zunal.com, developed by Zafer Unal, provides 

teachers with access to ready-made WebQuests in addition to being able to adapt or create an 

original WebQuest. The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau, by Dan Yaccarino is a 

new informational text added to the Montessori Academy 1st -3rd grade curriculum. The original 

WebQuest can be found at http://zunal.com/webquest.php?w=216896. The WebQuest was 

created using the following steps: stating objectives, finding appropriate sites and resources, 

organizing the WebQuest, creating activities aligned with the desired outcome, and assessing the 

WebQuest (Gunning, 2010). Citing the resources is an additional step. This creator was at first 

intimidated with the technology and process of building a WebQuest. With the zunal.com 

template and focusing on synthesis of information the WebQuest was completed. It will be 

implemented on a trial basis and amended as needed to increase student achievement. 

WebQuests can be a valuable tool to enrich curriculum for all students. Even if the 

WebQuest does not contain well-defined assignments, data indicates that students will still have 
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increased learning (Kleemans, Segers, Droop, & Wentink, 2011, p. 801). Data has also been 

gathered showing an increase in intrinsic motivation to participate in curriculum extensions 

(Halat, 2013, p. 68). “The International Reading Association (2009), acknowledged that “to 

become proficient in today’s world, students must become proficient in the new literacies of 21st-

century technologies” (Leung & Unal, 2013, p. 31) The use of Webquests with all philosophies 

of teaching is a benefit to all students.  
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